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Abstract 
In this paper we use parametric and nonparametric density estimation procedures to evaluate crop yield distributions in 
Yunnan province. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is used to select a proper crop yield distribution. Maximum likelihood 
methods are explored to obtain reliable estimates. Furthermore, we propose a standard measure of crop engineering  risk that 
is based on the expected loss of crop yield. Four major crops in Yunnan province based on pooled data over the period 1952-
2009 are studied, and crop risks are analyzed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Crop insurance is a very important business. However, as pointed out by Vergara, et al. [1] that due to the 
complexity in analyzing crop losses, few lines of business are as complex and challenging as crop insurance. Risk 
management is an important issue in crop insurance. Joy Harwood [2] did a research on the risks confronted by crop 
farmers. According to their results, there are three kinds of risks which are institutional risk, yield risk and price risk 
related to agriculture. In general, producers of major field crops tend to be more concerned about production risk. 
The analysis and modeling of production risk can provide a practical basis for the management of crop risk, the 
design of crop insurance products and the calculation of premium rate, reserve ratio, and so on. Accurate premium 
rates are an essential element of an actuarially sound insurance program. Determination of accurate rates requires 
precise measurement of crop yield risks, which in turn depends upon proper representation of the distribution of 
yields.  It is widely recognized that crop yield distributions are often negatively skewed, and the skewness reflects 
the fact that plants have biological constraints that limit the maximum yield that can be observed while 
environmental factors (e.g., weather, pest damages) often affect out-put, such that low yields are frequently 
observed. 
 There are various approaches to representing yield distributions and measuring yield risk. For example, using 
parametric distribution, or using nonparametric techniques. Most yield distribution models are of a parametric nature. 
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Under this approach, a specific parametric distribution is selected a priori and parameters are estimated. There are 
too many kinds of parametric distributions, such as normal distributions, truncated normal distributions, gamma 
distributions, Beta distributions, and so on. Different distributions may be selected by different people. Thus, to 
selection the best distribution model is one of the major issues in the analysis of crop yield risks. In general, 
hypothesis testing including Jarque–Bera (J-B) [3] test and Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) [4] test are used to select a 
proper distribution for a certain crop. However, K-S test and J-B test are usually used as a method to test whether 
the data is come from a certain distribution, it cannot conclude that which distribution fit the data better. To deal 
with this problem, we apply Akaike information criterion [5] as a method to select a proper distribution for the 
considered crop yield. In addition, maximum likelihood method is used to estimation the unknown parameters in the 
selected distribution. Due the missing data are often encountered, EM algorithm is used predict the missing values. 
Finally, according to the result, crop risks defined by the expected losses based on random volatility models of crop 
yields are obtained.  
Due to the special location and the variable weather in Yunnan province, crop risks are more complex and so 
that crop insurance faces more difficulties.  In this article, we take crop risks in Yunnan province as an illustration, 
we analyze the production risks and develop random volatility models for four major crops; then we select an 
optimal model for each crop according to AIC method; and finally, we estimate crop risk based on the selected 
model. 
The remaining is organized as follows: section II introduces the methods for the assessment and choice of 
distribution models for the crop yield. Section III discusses the estimation of distributions for four major crops in 
Yunnan.  Section IV discusses the maximum likelihood of the unknown parameters and the analysis of crop risk. A 
discussion is given in Section V. 
2.the estimation of crop yield distributions. 
2.1 The selection of parameteric distributions 
In the past, people often use the normal distribution to estimate yield distribution and yield risk. Recently, more 
actual distributions are used. For example, Gallagher noted that, because crop yields are nonsymmetric and 
negatively skewed, a normal distribution is inappropriate, and he used a gamma distribution function to model the 
distribution of soybean yields. Nelson confirmed negative skewness in yield distributions for corn and thus used a 
beta distribution to model yields. Moss and Shonkwiler used an inverse hyperbolic sine transformation to 
incorporate negative skewness in a model of corn yields. These approaches are more flexible than methods that rely 
on the normal distribution. However, for a special plant in a certain area, we need to find a proper distribution 
models that fit the data better.  
2.2 Nonparametric density estimation
Although the method of parametric distribution estimations has some good properties, there are some 
limitations, such as it requires a priori specification of a particular parametric distribution. Inaccurate choice of yield 
distribution may lead misleading inference and inaccurate prediction. Goodwin and Ker [6] proposed a 
nonparametric method to estimation crop yield distributions. As pointed out by them that the simplest approach to 
nonparametric estimation of a probability density function is the histogram. This method is commonly used to 
determine insurance premium rates as a nonparametric method.  Alternative approaches to histogram is kernel 
function smoothing, nearest neighbor smoothing, and orthogonal series estimators. These methods, though not 
commonly used to rate insurance contracts,  have advantages over histogram. Nonparametric methods have some 
limitations, but they also have some advantages, such as the flexibility like offering advantages in capturing local 
idiosyncrasies in yield distributions that may not be fully reflected in parametric specifications, and essentially 
“nest” parametric specifications. Thus, nonparametric methods are now commonly used to estimate probability 
densities and regression functions.  
Similar as discussed by Goodwin and Ker, nonparametric kernel density estimation is used to estimate crop 
yield densities in this article. Under the kernel approach, each observation is surrounded by a symmetric weighting 
function K which satisfies the following condition: 
( ) 1K t dt
∞
−∞
=∫ .                                        (1) 
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The weight function K is also called the kernel function. It is a symmetric probability density function, which 
can be which can be uniform, triangular, biweight, triweight, Epanechnikov, normal, and others. For n identically 
independently distributed observations of a univariate series 1( , , )ny y=Y L , the kernel estimator of the density of 
is given by Y
1
1 n i
i
y y
K
nh h=
−⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑  .                              (2) 
In this article we choose normal function as the kernel function, and it is given as follows: 
2
2
( )1 exp
22
i iy y y yK
h hπ
⎧ ⎫− −⎛ ⎞ = −⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎩ ⎭
 
Where is the bandwidth or window-width, or smooth parameter which is chosen to minimize the risk function 
defined by  
h
( ) ( ) 222 2 4 ( )1ˆ( ), ( ; ) ( ) ( )4 k
K y dy
R f y f y h h f y dy
nh
σ ′′≈ + ∫∫ , 
Where 2 2 ( )K y K yσ = ∫ dy , and is the second derivative of ( )f ′′ g ( )f g , which is unknown and can be replaced by a 
reference distribution function. The reference distribution function is rescaled to have variance equal to the sample 
variance. In this thesis, the standard normal distribution is used as reference distribution, which yields the estimate 
of h as , where1/5ˆ ˆ1.06h nσ −= 2σˆ  is the sample variance, see details in Silverman [7]. The procedure for estimating 
the density function can be done by R software. 
2.3 Model selection 
The hypothesis tests, J-B test and K-S test, are usually used as a method for the selection of distribution models. 
As mentioned before, these hypotheses don’t give the conclusion that which one is better. We apply an alternative 
method, AIC as a method to model selection. The AIC is a measure of the relative goodness of fit of a statistical 
model. It was developed by Hirotsugu Akaike,  and was first published by Akaike in 1974.  It is grounded in the 
concept of information entropy, in effect offering a relative measure of the information lost when a given model is 
used to describe reality. It can be said to describe the tradeoff between bias and variance in model construction, or 
loosely speaking between accuracy and complexity of the model. Based on the observations of the preceding section 
an information criterion AIC of θ is defined by 
AIC( ) ( 2) log(maximum likelihood) 2k= − +θ , 
where k is the number of independently adjusted parameters within the model. As missing data are often 
encountered in analyzing crop risk. We consider the derivation of AIC to modeling missing data.  
Firstly, suppose obsD and misD be the observed data and the missing data, respectively, and 
is the complete data. Suppose we want to compare a candidate model for the complete 
data, , with the true model . Then  
( ,com obs=D D
( ,comg D θ
)misD
) )
)
)D
)isy )
( comDf
( | ) ( | ) ( | ;com obs mis obsg g g=D θ D θ D D θ , 
and correspondingly,  
( ) ( ) ( |com obs mis obsf f f=D D D . 
Secondly, suppose the incomplete data are independent. Furthermore, we assume that D , 
, and . Moreover, 
1, ,( , , )obs obs n obsy y= L
1, ,( , ,mis mis n my=D L 1, ,( , ,com com n comy y=D L 1, 1, 1,( , )com obs misy y y=  and and ,i comy ,j comy are 
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Then according to Ibrahim, AIC is defined by  
ˆAIC ( 2) log ( ; ) 2comg D k= − +θ  
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θˆWhere is the maximum likelihood estimation of the unknown parameter in the given distribution model. 
According to the definition of AIC, the model with the smallest AIC value is selected. 
3 YIELD DISTRIBUTIONS OF FOUR MAJOR CROPS IN YUNNAN PROVINCE 
3.1  The stability test 
In this article, four major crops in Yunnan province are analyzed. They are paddy, wheat, corn, and rapeseed. 
Data of period 1952 - 2009 of these four kinds of crops are collected from Yunnan statistical yearbook. As to time 
series from crop yields, which are much affected by the impact of technological advances and other economical 
factors, may have characteristics of tendency, which means the time series are not stable. Therefore, to analyze these 
kinds of data, we need to do a stability test firstly, and if the data are not stable, we need to remove the effect of 
tendency. There are too many methods that can test the stability of time series, such as ADF test and PP test. 
Compare to ADF test, PP test has some advantages like less assumptions on residuals and higher credibility to 
refuse the hypothesis of the existing of unit root. Thus, PP test is used here to test if there is a tendency in these four 
time series. Results based on R program are given in TABLE 1. In which when P-value is close to zero (or less than 
a given significance level, such as 0.1), we say the time series are stable, otherwise not stable. From TABLE 1, all 
P-values are much larger than zero, thus we conclude that all four time series are not stable, and there is a tendency 
in them. So we need to remove the tendency and transform these data sets into stable time series.  First, assume 
1 4, ,t tX XL denote the per mu yield of paddy, wheat, corn and rapeseed in the tth(1 1,2,...,57)=  year, respectively. 
For 1, , 4i = L , 1, ,57 , suppose that t = L
it it itX Yμ= + ,                                      (3) 
itX ,  it changes over time and can be viewed as the tendency in the time series. where itμ is the mean value of itμ is 
fixed. is a stable series, which is a stochastic volatility and represent the random section in itY itX . From equation 
(3), we can get 
it it itY X μ= − .                                      (4) 
From equation (4), Y can be viewed as a stochastic volatility series which without tendency. it
TABLE 1. RESULTS OF PP TEST 
Crop Paddy Wheat Corn Rapeseed 
P-value 0.719 0.8731 0.5944 0.269 
 
To obtain the stochastic volatility series, we need to predict the mean values itμ . After getting the estimation, 
the stochastic volatility series can be obtained. In order to make more consistent result, we transfer the stochastic 
volatility series into relative stochastic volatility (RSV) series as follow: 
it
it
it
Y
RSV μ=  .                                    (5) 
From the definition of RSV series, it has some advantages like independent of time, better represent the short-
term change of crop yield. Thus, we estimate the distributions of the RSV series but not the yield distribution in this 
paper. To estimate the distributions with parametric method, some prior information are required. Thus, we calculate 
some statistics of these four series, and results are given in TABLE 2. Specifically, the mean values, skewness, 
kurtosis, standard deviations, maximum value, minimum value, coefficient of variation (CV), JB statistics, and P-
values are calculated.  From the result, we can get the conclusion that all the mean values are close to zero; the 
distribution of RSV series corresponding to wheat is negative biased, while the others are positive biased; the 
distribution of RSV series corresponding to rapeseed is close to normal distribution, while that of paddy is far away 
from normal; all these values in the four RSV series are in the interval [-1,1].  From these results, Gamma 
distribution, Logistic distribution, Normal distribution and Weibull distribution can be used to estimate these RSV    
series    are 
3.2 Model selection 
The most important issue in estimating the distributions is model selection.  Here, AIC is applied to model 
selection, and results of AIC and P-value of K-S tests  
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TABLE 2 Statistics summaries of RSV series given in TABLE 3. From the results of AIC values and K-S test in 
TABLE 3, we get the following conclusions: Logistic distribution is the best distribution model for fitting all the 
RSV series.  
 
TABLE 2 Statistic summaries of RSV series 
 Paddy 
(RSV1) 
Wheat 
(RSV2) 
Corn 
(RSV3) 
Rapeseed 
(RSV4) 
mean 0.000379 0.00152 -0.00165 -0.00252 
skewness 0.382 -0.394 0.0663 0.0446 
kurtosis 1.408 0.46 0.882 0.009 
SD 0.035 0.057 0.055 0.122 
Max 0.0929 0.1228 0.1482 0.2806 
Min -0.076 -0.146 -0.133 -0.27 
CV 93.198 37.58 -33.105 -48.209 
JB statistic 4.496 1.4776 1.6915 0.0714 
P-value 10.56% 47.78% 42.92% 96.5% 
 
 
TABLE 3 AIC value and P-values of KS test 
RSV1 RSV2  
  AIC  KS    AIC  KS  
Gamma  -112.28 0.46%   -83.62  40.10% 
Logistic -116.95 1.24%  -85.29  67.80% 
Normal  -111.95 0.39%  -83.94  46.80% 
Weibull  -102.238 0.10%  -81.25  45.30% 
RSV3 RSV4  
  AIC  KS    AIC  KS  
Gamma  -86.21 80.50% -36.2 15.40% 
Logistic -87.98 95.80%  -38.3  32.20% 
Normal  -85.97 77.60%  -37.59  16.00% 
Weibull  -78.44 31.90%  -32.99  6.34% 
Moreover, QQ-test of Logistic distribution for RSV3 presented in Figure 1 is given as an illustration. From this 
figure, logistic distribution fit the series well. Densities of nonparametric estimation under kernel method and 
histogram, logistic estimation, normal estimation are given in Figure 2. From this figure, we can get the same 
conclusion. Thus, Logistic distribution model for these four series are selected in this paper.  
 
4. CROP RISK AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
The above section discussed the distribution model of four RSV series corresponding to four crop. In this section, 
the estimation of unknown parameters and crop risk are analyzed.  
4.1 Parameter estimation 
According to the selected distribution models, we assume the distributions of these four RSV series as: 
 ~ [ , ],   1it i iRSV Logistic m i , 4σ = L , 
where and im iσ are unknown parameters in the distribution of the i th series. There are many kinds of methods for 
parameter estimation, such moment estimation, maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), and so on. In this paper, we 
used MLE to get the estimation of unknown parameters in the distributions. Through R program, the estimations in 
Logistic distributions are given as: ,1 0.9993m = 2 1.004m = , 3 9995m 0.= , 4 0.9989m = , 1 0.017σ = 2, 0.03σ = , 
3 0.0288σ = , 4 0.66σ = . 
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itV
4.2 The analysis of crop risk 
Risk is the potential that a chosen action or activity will lead to a loss. To define crop risk, we first define the 
crop loss as follows: the percentage of the difference between the actual average district yield and the predicted 
average district yield for a specified crop. Then the crop risk is defined as the potential of the crop loss. Specifically, 
the value in RSV series is the loss of the i th crop in the th year. Four levels of disaster are defined as follows: RS t
Level 1(light disasters): ; Pr( 0.15 0.05)RSV− < ≤ −
Level 2(medium disasters): ; Pr( 0.25 0.15)RSV− < ≤ −
Level 3(serious disasters ): ; Pr( 0.35 0.25)RSV− < ≤ −
Level 4(catastrophe): . Pr( 0.35)RSV ≤ −
 According to the distribution of these RSV series given in the above section, we can get 
Pr( ) Pr( )a ba RSV b e RSV e< ≤ = < ≤ . 
Results of crop risks are given in TABLE 4, where mean denotes the mean value of crop risk and is defined as:  
10% Pr(  1) 20% Pr(  2) 30% Pr(  3) 50% Pr(  4)level level level level× + × + × + × . 
From this table,  the mean value of rapeseed’s risk is the largest one, and that of paddy is the smallest one; 
catastrophic probability of rapeseed is the biggest one, and that of paddy is the smallest one. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The analysis of crop engineering risk is used to determine an actually fair crop insurance premium rate for the 
corresponding crop. In this paper, four major crop risks are analysis, and based on these results, insurance premium 
rates for these four crops in Yunnan province can be determined.  
 
TABLE 4 Crop risks 
 paddy wheat corn rapeseed 
Level 1 5.23% 13.72% 14.93% 21.7% 
Level 2 0.024% 0.77% 0.75% 7.55% 
Level 3 0.000% 0.05% 0.04% 2.31% 
Level 4 0.000% 0.005% 0.004% 1.16% 
mean 0.53% 1.54% 1.77% 4.95% 
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Figure 1  QQ plot for RSV3  
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                  Figure 2 Density estimations for RSV3 
 
